Abstract. We present a computational model for visual processing where attentional focus emerges fundamental mechanisms inherent to human vision. Through detailed analysis of activation development in the network we demonstrate how normal interaction between top-down and bottom-up processing and intrinsic mutual competition within processing units can give rise to attentional focus. The model includes both spatial and object-based attention, which are computed simultaneously, and can mutually reinforce each other. We show how a non-salient location and a corresponding non-salient feature set that are at first weakly activated by visual input can be reinforced by top-down feedback signals (centrally controlled attention), and instigate a change in attentional focus to the weak object. One application of this model is highlight a task-relevant object in a cluttered visual environment, even when this object is non-salient (non-conspicuous).
Introduction
Image processing techniques for object recognition can be made to learn relatively easily to recognize or classify a single object in the field of input. However, if more than one object is present simultaneously, it would be difficult to separate information about the target object from information about other objects in the field of input. In such cases, simpler techniques will fail to produce an output. Artificial neural techniques for image processing will on the other hand tend to produce an output that reflects a mixture of the objects, recognizing neither the target object, nor the clutter in the background. Neither solution is satisfactory.
In contrast, the human visual system can function without problem in the face of potentially irrelevant objects cluttering up the visual field. Multiple visual inputs are disambiguated via top-down, knowledge-driven signals that reflect previous memory for an object, present task requirements, or goals and intentions. Hence, on the basis of top-down signals, the human visual system can focus on those objects that are relevant to the task, while inhibiting irrelevant information. As the relevancy of information changes from environment to environment and task to task, attention has to work as an adaptive filter.
In order to adapt to visual saliency as well as task requirements, attention is controlled by bottom-up sensory cues as well as by top-down, task dependent information. In image processing, this process is often divided into a two-stage process. At the first stage, a saliency map is created based on the visual conspicuity or intensity of the input. At the second stage, attention is focused on the most salient region, and an attempt is made to recognize the relevant object in the focused region. As a further development, top-down image processing approaches allow for direct, simultaneous top-down influence of the saliency map through a feedback-loop, so that the position of the most salient region is determined not only on the basis of saliency, but also whether the region contains features that (could) belong to the sought object For example, Lee and colleagues use a feedback loop, where object-information is injected into the early stage of spatial processing stream [1] . Other notable examples include [2, 3] .
Truly mutual interaction between bottom-up and top-down driven computation cannot be achieved unless computation is naturally implemented in small, incremental update steps, for example, using artificial neural networks (ANN) where unit activations are calculated incrementally.
In addition to this, biologically-based ANN-approaches capitalize on the fact that 1. The human visual system is intrinsically bidirectionally connected, which allows for mutual interaction between bottom-up and top-down information, and 2. There is inherent competition within groups of processing units (corresponding to ANN-layers or groups of artificial units), which indirectly creates an inhibitory effect where unwanted information outside the region of interest is suppressed [4] [5] [6] .
Among the early biologically-based ANN-approaches is MAGIC, developed by Behrmann and colleagues, which uses bidirectional connections to model grouping of features into objects within the ventral what-pathway (cf. Fig. 1 ). MAGIC models feature-based object-driven selection, but does not combine this with selection of a spatial region of interest [7] . Hence, it is not possible to focus on a particular location in the image. Phaf and coworkers [8] present SLAM, which include spatial attention and models the earliest stages of visual processing. Subsequently, these biologicallybased models were extended to eye movement control. For example, Hamker uses top-down connections in a recurrent (bidirectional) network to mediate task information and thereby influence the control eye movements [9] . Likewise, Tsotsos and coworkers present a partially recurrent network for eye movement control [10] . Sun and Fisher present a system where object-based and space-based attention work together to control eye movements [11] .
Our Approach
None of the above models utilize the potential of a fully recurrent network, where topdown feedback can naturally permeate bottom-up-driven computation. In the approach we have chosen, attentional focus arises as an emergent side-effect of normal visual computation. No extra mechanisms are required (for example, special feedback loops) to achieve an attentional focus with inhibitory fringe, as we use the normal visual feedback connections and the intrinsic competition mechanisms that are present in the visual system and are required for normal learning and processing. Similar ideas of integrated or biased competition that requires no extra mechanisms were presented by Duncan and O'Reilly [4, 5] .
We use a network ( Fig. 1) where we model the interaction between the dorsal and the ventral pathway in the primate visual system using a bidirectionally-connected hierarchically-organized artificial neural network. We use this network to study the interaction between top-down and bottom-up information flow during the emergence of attention focus. The network architecture is based on O'Reilly's model of attention [5] , where we re-modeled the dorsal pathway for spatial attention, allowed for object based top-down information flow along the ventral pathway, and let this information interact with the normal bottom-up flow of visual information.
In contrast to many image processing approaches, the proposed model does not consider spatial attention and the object recognition as two separate processing stages, rather they work in parallel and attention emerges as a natural consequence of interactions between top-down and bottom-up influences. As a result of mutual interaction between top-down and bottom-up signals, the region of interest and the object in focus emerges in parallel, mutually reinforcing each other. The bottom-up saliency of visual cues in the input image is computed in terms of the strongest activated area in the early stages of processing (V1, V2). The inputdriven feedforward flow of information across the hierarchy of the network is modulated by top-down task information at each incremental update of all activations across the network. In this way, which object should be focused on modulates the bottom-up driven saliency map and helps to activate the most relevant region (in the where-pathway) and the relevant features of the task specific object (in the whatpathway). The interaction between top-down and bottom-up signals give rise to a focus which activates the most salient and task relevant location, as well as the corresponding object and its features (constituent line segments) at that location in the input image.
A Closer Look at the Network Used in the Simulations
The network used in our simulations (Fig. 2) The units in layers V1 and V2 were divided into groups of 2x4 and 8x8 units respectively. Each unit within the same group in V1 was looking at the same spatial part in the image, that is, all units within a group had the same receptive field. Similarly, all units within the same group in V2 received input from the same four groups in V1. These sending groups in V1 were adjacent to each other and covered a contiguous patch of the visual image. Object_cat is an output layer and its size depends on the number of categories used for simulations. Layers V2, V4 and Object_cat are bidirectionally connected in hierarchy, while Input, V1 and V2 are connected in bottom up fashion.
The 'where' network, which simulates the functionality of the dorsal pathway and mediates spatial information, is a two layer network. The network layers, Saliencey_map and Attention, are bidirectionally connected to each other, using all-to-all connections. The Saliency_map layer identifies the salient locations within the input and the Attention layer selects the most salient location from these. For the simulations, we combined the object recognition and spatial attention networks by bidirectionally connecting the Saliency_map and Attention layers to V1 and V2 layers respectively.
Fig. 2.
Network used in the simulations. All connections were bidirectional except for connections going from Input to V1, and V1 to V2 and Saliency_map). The connections are schematically displayed: Connections were either all-to-all, or were arranged in a tiled fashion, where each connection mediated information from a sending unit group to a receiving group).
The network was developed in Emergent [12] , using the biological plausible algorithm Leabra [5] . Each unit of the network had a sigmoid-like activation function: We used a relatively low amount of Hebbian learning, 0.1% of the total L_mix (Eq. 2), for all connections in the two networks except for the connections from Input to V1. For Input to V1, Gabor filters were used to extract oriented bar like feature for four orientations. These values for the Hebbian learning, as well as other parameters, are based on previous work [13, 14] .
Data Set
For this study we took five object categories from the Caltech-101 data set [15] . For each object category, three images were selected. Each object image was converted to gray scale before detecting the edges in the image. Each image was resized to 30 x 30 pixels (Fig. ) . The size of the input to the network is 60 x 60. This implies that object size is approximately one fourth of the network input size, so that each object could appear in one of four locations in the input (Fig. ) . During training each object was presented to the network at all four locations, one location at a time, so that network could learn the appearance of the object in a position invariant manner at all locations. 
Fig. 4.
Top: A few input images as illustration of the four positions where data were presented during training of the network. Object size was almost one fourth of the input size so that the objects could appear at one of four locations within the input image. Bottom: sample test images containing multiple objects in various locations.
Procedure
First of all, we trained the network on all five object categories. After training, we made sure by testing that the network has learnt all the object at all four locations. After that, we evaluated the network in three steps. In the first step, to get a baseline for how the network performs on several simultaneous objects, we fed to the network test images containing more than one objects at different locations. The network response was quite arbitrary and most of the time results in error.
In the next step, we connected the 'where' network with object recognition network to evaluate how spatial attention interacted with the object recognition pathway to facilitate object recognition, when more than one objects were present in the input image. When input containing two objects was presented to the network, parallel processing of the input begin along two pathways. Object recognition pathway extracted features from the input and processing of features moves along its hierarchy.
In the meanwhile, the Saliency_map layer in the dorsal pathway generated a saliency map of the input and the next layer in the hierarchy, the Attention layer, selected one of the blob-shaped activation patches that were formed in the saliency map due to kWinners-Take-All (kWTA) competition within the layer which allowed only 50% of the units to become activated. As the Attention layer was connected with the V4 layer in the 'what' network, its interaction with the V4 layer reinforced via feedback connections the activation of the corresponding V2 units at the location which was sharing connections with active unit of Attention layer. This interaction caused V2 unit at a particular location, which represent the activation of a particular object to be more active and thus reducing the activation of all other units at all other locations due to inhibition within V2 layer. Consequently, higher layers of the networks get feedback of the one object, which has higher activation due to spatial attention mechanism. The network correctly recognizes the object which got focus of spatial attention.
In the third step, we investigated that how interaction between top down, goaldirected and bottom-up image based affects lead to focusing of attention on a specific object (Fig. ) . For this purpose the role of the Object_cat layer was changed from output to input, and Intention layer was set as output layer, in order to observe that at what location attention focuses on, as a result of interaction between top-down and bottom-up effects. For this simulations, input with three and four objects at a time, and at different locations within input, are presented to the network. The Saliency_map layer indicated the salient regions in the input, and Atttention layer selected the most salient region in Saliency_map. In the meantime, top-down effects along the object recognition pathway strengthened the relevant features of the specific object category; category information was fed at Object_cat in a top-down fashion, by interacting with the input/bottom-up activations along the same pathway. This results in the activations of the category specific units at all four locations at V2 layer. But, the location where object of the specific category was presented became more active comparative to other locations. The local inhibition also play its role and inhibit the activation of less active units, thereby most of the remaining active units belong to true location of the specific object category. As V2 layer is bidirectionally connected with the Attention layer, it interacts with the Attention layer and a sort of competition starts between the top-down effects through V2 layer and bottom-up effects through Saliency_map. The active unit at Attention layer indicates the true location of attention of the focus of attention on the network.
Results and Analysis

Multiple Objects without Any Attention
We fed the train network with two, three and four objects at a time to observe network behavior. The network output was arbitrary, as it could not handle multiple objects. The multiple objects, at multiple locations activated units representing their features. But, due to kWTA, the most active units in all objects remain active. The representation at the higher layers contains features belonging to all objects fed at input. Now, it is the sheer chance that which category is decided by the network at output. It clearly exposes the network's inability to deal with multiple objects simultaneously. 
Multiple Objects with Bottom-Up Attentional Effects
Bottom-up effect, along the dorsal pathway, removed the arbitrary behavior of the network in the presence of multiple objects as input. Network, begin to recognize the most salient object in the input field. This is because, the Saliency_map generate a saliency map on the basis of input from V1. Due to kWTA, the activations of the strongest object, in terms of activation survive, while rest gets inhibited. The mutual interaction between Salincy_map and Attention layer activates the location unit of the said object. The active unit in the Attention layer, through interaction, enhances the activations of units pertaining to location which represents the strongest object in the input. This process interpreted as the attentional focus on particular location due to dorsal pathway. If the proper, inhibition-of-return phenomenon is implemented, then the next focus of attention would move to the second strongest object and so on. But, if the objective is to look for a specific object, top-down effects are required.
Multiple Objects with Both Bottom-Up as Well as Top-Down Attentional Effect
The interaction between the bottom-up and top-down effects, as well as between these two effects and feed forward flow of the image information along the ventral pathway lead to a more controlled network behavior. For example consider a single case, Figure. 4 , an input containing two different objects, a cup and a crayfish, are presented at the input layer of the network. The activations produces by cup are stronger as compare to those of crayfish. Therefore, saliency map would select cup as an object to put attention on. But the Object_cat layer, that has changed its role from output to input layer, is clamped with the pattern that represent crayfish. It will work as top-down effects are biasing the network for searching crayfish. Now from the figure 4, It is evident that initially Saliency_map layer build a saliency map which shows the most salient object i.e. cup (cycle: [11] [12] [13] [14] . And Attention layer, through interaction with Salincy_map layer, activate the position of cup in Attention layer, in this case the right top unit in the Attention layer (cycle 19, 20). Meanwhile, top down effects interacts with the unit activation at the V4, V2 units and bias the layer activations towards crayfish specific features. This interaction leads to strengthening activity at location where crayfish was actually presented. This interaction in turn activates the location unit, representing the crayfish location, at Attention layer. It is the time, when a completion for winner takes place for locations, between bottom-up and top-down effects (cycles 21-42). In this case, this competition gives way to attention focus on crayfish (cycle 42-113).
Conclusions
We have presented a model where attentional focus arises as an emergent side-effect of mechanisms that are inherent to visual computation, namely interaction between topdown expectations and bottom-up visual information, and intrinsic lateral competition within processing modules (layers or groups of artificial units). In this model, attentional focus arises from the mutual interaction between the top-down and bottom-up influences. We have shown how these influences give rise to a step-by-step development of activations in the network that reflect attention focused on a specific location and at the same time on a specific object. We have demonstrated how top-down influence can override bottom-up saliency in some cases, so that an object that is at first only weakly activated based on visual cues, can be focused on intentionally (top-down), so that its activation is enhanced and finally emerges as a winner (gains focus). While top-down effects ensure that only task relevant objects and features get activated, their interaction with bottom-up effects helps delineate the object's features and ignore the clutter within the image.
